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Measuring Systemic Risk of Switching Attacks
Based on Cybersecurity Technologies in Substations
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Abstract—This paper describes the derivation of steady-state
probabilities of the power communication infrastructure based on
today’s cybersecurity technologies. The elaboration of steady-state
probabilities is established on (i) modified models developed such as
password models, (ii) new models on digital relays representing the
authentication mechanism, and (iii) models for honeypots/honeynet
within a substation network. A generalized stochastic Petri net
(GSPN) is utilized to formulate the detailed statuses and transitions
of components embedded in a cyber-net. Comprehensive steady-
state probabilities are quantitatively and qualitatively performed.
The methodologies on how transition probabilities and rates are ex-
tracted from the network components and a conclusion of actuarial
applications is discussed.

Index Terms—Actuarial science, cyber-physical security,
residual risks, steady-state probabilities, substation technologies.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE year 2019 marked the tenth anniversary of enforce-
ment for North America Electric Reliability Corporation

(NERC) Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) compliance [1].
The latest version of NERC CIP compliance represents an
ongoing refinement in compliance derived from the first draft
of CIP002-CIP009 in 2005 [2]. Security violations have been
reported recently with fines [3]. Apparently, historical events of
cyber anomalies occurred over the past 15 years [4] are rooted
in the facts where many believe that these cyber-physical secu-
rity issues in control centers and substations must be carefully
planned for the imminent security threats. In general, there are
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two groups of asset owners, i.e., ones would either aim to (1) en-
sure 100% compliance and move on with a minimum investment
plan, or (2) comply with a high desire to know how to invest
and better protect their cyberinfrastructure with new security
technologies. Although the current processes of compliance are
thorough and evidence-based, it does not adequately address
specific technologies that would enhance security measures to
deter potential intrusions. This reflects systemic risk in numbers
that can be used for audits [5].

The convenient remote access to Internet Protocol (IP)-based
substations elevates security concerns. It becomes a balancing
decision between security and maintenance as there are no
perfect technologies to thwart uninvited guests effectively [6].
NERC CIP strongly recommends deploying an analytic of
anomaly detection features across all IP-based substations. Sta-
tistically, the anomalies are the electronic evidence that some-
times can be used for forensic investigation, although the down-
side would be being subject to tamper if attackers find out where
the security logs are stored. This source of security logging can
be very useful in establishing a security profile.

Direct security patches and updates are not permitted in a
live control system. Hence, the prevention of a cyber attack
can be challenging, particularly with the increasing number of
unpatched software vulnerabilities that might not effectively
reflect on an organization’s security posture [7], [8]. One of
the key countermeasures is risk management that consists of the
associated portfolios and assessment as well as the emergency
response. These residual risks require extraction within a cyber
network where this information can be consolidated and pro-
cessed to make a meaningful conclusion for analysis of compli-
ance. With digital protective relaying, the support of IEC61850
can maximize the performance and reliability of the control
system. The new deployment of IP-based intelligent electronic
devices (IEDs) can post a security threat to be manipulated by
attackers [9]–[11].

One security technology that may not be well integrated
into critical infrastructure as part of the security solutions is
the honeypots/honeynet framework. Such technology has been
used to cope with the malware that is a source of spreading
security threats [12], [13]. Generally, the honeynet is a fictitious
network that consists of a virtual firewall and servers (honeypots)
that can be rephrased as a fake network representation, i.e., a
decoy. The honeynet was not widely used as compared to the
intrusion detection system (IDS); honeynet can be a stepping-
stone to facilitate unauthorized access and to spread worms. The
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Fig. 1. Systemic risk modeling and anomaly data synthesis.

malware becoming apparent that can be automated to increase
the trial-and-error rate to discover network architecture details
and entities within a network. This can be revealed through
their unauthorized access and footprint. On the contrary, the
current countermeasure may not be adopted in a more proactive
manner to promote risk awareness, although honeynet can be a
technology for deployment [14].

The overarching question here is that how the stakeholder
community would conform to a systematic evaluation of the
cyber system based on the discrete events of intrusion processes
and modeling of hypothetical disruptive attacks at the substa-
tions. The primary contribution of this work is to establish an
actuarial framework to measure the systemic risk of the cyber
system based on security technologies deployed in IP-based sub-
stations using four Petri net models: firewall, password, IED, and
honeynet models. This work is connected with a discussion in the
later section based on industry practice in security logging and
how this can be beneficial to redefine grid security. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the gen-
eralized stochastic Petri net (GSPN) representing an enhanced
cyber-net with IEDs and the honeynet using the Petri net model.
Section III extends the qualitative and quantitative elaboration of
the proposed cyber-net. Section IV demonstrates the sensitivity
analysis of case studies with discussions of security technologies
that affect the steady-state probabilities. Section V discusses
industry practice and the transition to the insurance business.
Section VI concludes with potential applications.

II. ANOMALY DATA SYNTHESIS

Fig. 1 shows how systemic risk can be formulated based on
countermeasure, technologies, and methods. This paper estab-
lishes a comprehensive elaboration of modified and updated
cyber-net with new models of IEDs and the honeypot/honeynet
connecting the modified password and firewall models, as shown
in Fig. 2. It is noted that the switching attack that opens circuit
breakers at substations may be performed not only via local
substation supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA),

Fig. 2. Interdependencies of abstracted models in a Cyber-Net.

but also through direct IED connections compromised that
enables plotting for cyber-physical system (CPS) switching
attacks. Capturing the intrusion processes and behaviors of
attackers within the private networks with security technologies
of defender should be characterized in formalism for the descrip-
tion of concurrency and synchronization for the computational
problems [15], [16]. For decades, the Petri net is utilized as an
automata to model between finite-state and machines as well as
to analyze the capabilities [17]. In a more recent development
on the cyber-physical system for the power grid, a preliminary
model establishment using the steady-state probability was in-
troduced [18], [19]. The disruptive switching substation attack
through the server is modeled; however, the switching attack
through IEDs such as digital protective relays is not explicitly
modeled. The latest security technology, such as new security
policies, can be incorporated.

Other applications also gain attention in this subject and
extend research in performance evaluation, such as the control
system in the nuclear power station [20], the energy control
center [21], the impact analysis of the intrusion detection, and
the response of cyber-physical systems [22]. References [20]–
[23] adopt a Petri net model mainly to derive the reliability
and availability of the system for the cyberattack. Although
emerging issues on cyber insurance are discussed in [23]–[27],
none of those references for the other applications discusses the
probability of disruptive switching attack upon a compromised
substation from the actuarial point of view.
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A similar type of attack has been addressed as a cyber-physical
switching or system reconfiguration attack [28], [29]. A com-
promise of the controllers for a generating unit is also catego-
rized as a switching attack [30], [31]. The influence of such
attacks reflecting grid vulnerability is clarified using the sliding
mode trajectory [28], [29]. Such detection of anomalies can be
achieved through game-theoretic analysis or the multiple-model
inference algorithms [30], [31].

The recent research studies for cyber-physical switching at-
tacks highlight a coordinated attack that consists of the false data
injection attack, reconfiguration attack, and distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attack. Considerable coordinated attacks are the
plot against multiple component failures through a compromised
network that connecting multiple components, such as lines or
substations. With the coordination of the DDoS attack, there are
combinations of attack scenarios that can be translated into false
data injection attacks on wrong measurements of generators,
lines, or loads. It is common to relate bi-level modeling for the
Load Redistribution (LR) attack, bi-level model for coordination
of LR attack, and all sorts of other attacks [32]. Such strategies
can lead to an optimal strategy with well-coordinated planning
by attackers that can potentially weaken grid operating condi-
tions [32].

Among those possible coordinated switching attacks, this pa-
per focuses on the coordinated attack against substations because
the impact of this type of cyberattack becomes larger than others.
It should be noted that this paper does not explicitly demonstrate
the false data injection attack nor denial of information access.
However, those are indirectly included in the proposed Petri net
model as the probabilities, which will hereinafter be described
in detail. The contribution of this paper is to elaborate on
the steady-state probability for a cyber-physical attack at any
IP-based substations, i.e., the probability will converge over a
long time upon successful intrusions to the internal networks.

III. CYBER-NET MODELING

Although the systemic risk of cybersecurity has been studied
as a potential data breach, mainly in security businesses [33],
their primary interests are to estimate the number of attacks in
the near future. A recent paper proposes a timed Petri net to
estimate the steady-state probability of attacks on the special
protection scheme (SPS) [34]. Modeling the risk of intrusion
and its processes based on security technologies is highly de-
sirable. Technologies of deployed cyberinfrastructure and its
associated anomalous events can be modeled in generalized
stochastic Petri net (GSPN). The cyber-net defined in this paper
is the construction of (bipartite) directed graph based on specific
security technology, which can model the interdependencies of
cyber components within a network. We define compromised
IED-initiated (CII) attacks as the digital protective relays that
connect to one or more breakers in substations that are manipu-
lated by attackers.

In this section, three fundamental models are introduced:
(1) Modified firewall model, (2) modified password model,
(3) extended password model on IED. Those three models are
assembled to represent the cyber-net with new technologies
shown in Fig. 2. The technical details of the honeynet model in

the same figure are introduced in the next section. As depicted in
Fig. 3, each of the technology is modeled in GSPN. All of these
are represented as a subgraph where a cyber-net is a complete
graph, that is elaborated analytically in this section. Figure 4
illustrates the enumeration of marking states, Mi|i=0,1,2,... that
is mapped to a Markov chain, corresponding to each of the
security technologies deployed in IP-based substations. For each
marking, all non-zero numbers represent the number of tokens.
The 1 s, representing in each row vector of marking, can be
increased to 2 or more, which is useful when the simultaneous
steady-state probabilities of multiple states are of interest in the
modeling. It is noted that weights for the reachability graph,
i.e., transition probabilities and rates for the Petri net in Fig. 4,
are imputed with values within reasonable ranges. The models of
security technologies are illustrated in the following subsections.

A. Modified Firewall Model

The proposed firewall model has been enhanced based on the
original establishment [18]. Although the size of the model is
slightly larger, the modified firewall model characterizes two
advantages: 1) allow repetition of the successful cracking of
firewall rules, 2) allow cracking of multiple firewall rules in a
sequential manner. The tuple of describing the cyber-net model
quantitatively and qualitatively is as follows:

GSPN = {P, T1, T2, A,W,M0}
P = {pbegin, prule1,α, prule1,β , prule2,α,

prule2,β , prule3,α, prule3,β , ppass}
T1 = {t1,a, t1,b, t2,a, t2,b, t3,a, t3,b}
T2 = {τrate,1, τrate,2, τrate,3, τr,4, τr,5}
M0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

W = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7, w8, w9, w10, w11},
where pbegin denotes the initiation of the firewall rule cracking,
and prule1,α, prule2,α, and prule3,α, denote the successful cracking
of firewall rules 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Places, prule1,β , prule2,β ,
and prule3,β , denote the failure to crack firewall rules 1, 2, and
3, respectively. The place, ppass denotes reaching to password
input screen of the server. Variables, t1,a, t2,a, and t3,a, denote
the transition probabilities of the successful cracking of firewall
rules 1, 2, and 3. Variables, t1,b, t2,b, and t3,b denote the transition
probabilities of the failure to crack firewall rules 1, 2, and 3.
The sum of transition probabilities that connect the same place
always needs to be one. Variables, τrate,1, τrate,2, and τrate,3,
denote the transition rate of responding to attackers opening a
port. Variables, τr,4 and τr,5, denote the transition rates denying
attackers of opening any ports and to attackers with the status of
password input, respectively.

The password cracking part shows only two possibilities, i.e.,
the successful login or the login failure. Those probabilities are
modeled as the immediate transition, and the sum of the two
probabilities is one. On the other hand, the response time of the
server is not immediate, and such time delay is modeled as the
timed transition. Therefore, the GSPN is applied to this model
and the rest of the proposed models.
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Fig. 3. Modified cyber-net shown in figures 1(a) and 1(b) and new addition shown IED model on figure 1(c).

Fig. 4. Reachability graph corresponding to Fig. 1 under the same sequence, respectively.

The markingM0 denotes the initial marking that is the starting
point of the behavioral dynamics characterized in the Petri net.
As shown in Fig. 3, a token, i.e., a dot is shown only in the place,
pbegin. Therefore, M0 contains 1 s in the first column, as shown
in Fig. 4. The reachability graph in Fig. 4 is an extended semi-
Markovian Process because the holding time (that is the sojourn
time) in each state is restricted to be either zero or exponentially
distributed.

UT =

MV
0 MV

1 MV
2 MT

3 MT
4 MT

5 MT
6 MT

7

MT
3

MT
4

MT
5

MT
6

MT
7

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 0 10−6 0 0 0
5× 10−7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 10−6 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 10−6 0 0 0

10−6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

=
(
UTV UTT

)
, (1)

The matrix defined is embedded with two sub matrices, de-
scribing the transition rate from each tangible marking to each
vanishing/tangible marking. It is noted that the superscripts, V
and T , denote the vanishing marking and tangible marking,
respectively. When only timed transitions are used to transit
from the current marking to other markings, this is referred to
tangible marking. Similarly, the immediate transitions are used
to transit from the current marking to other markings, this type
of transition is marked as “vanishing.”

The transition probability matrix, P, can be represented as:

MV
0 MV

1 MV
2 MT

3 MT
4 MT

5 MT
6 MT

7

P =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 .99 0 .01 0 0 0 0
0 0 .99 0 0 .01 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 .01 .99
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(8×8)

=

(
PV

PT

)
=

(
PV V PV T

PTV PTT

)
, (2)

wherePV = (PV V | PV T ) denotes a matrix describing the tran-
sition probability from each vanishing marking to each vanishing
or tangible marking, whilePT = (PTV | PTT ) denotes a matrix
describing the transition probability from each tangible marking
to each vanishing or tangible marking.PT is calculated fromUT

normalizing the sum of each row to one. For example, the first
row of UT corresponds to the fourth row of P as a non-zero
element of the first row of UT is only shown in the fifth column.
This element is set as one by normalizing the entire first row
of UT .
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The expected holding (sojourn) time hj at state j can be
derived from the transition rate matrix UT :

hj =

⎧⎨
⎩

1∑
k∈V ∪T UT

j,k

, if j ∈ Tangible Markings

0, if j ∈ Vanishing Markings.
(3)

Only tangible markings have non-zero positive values because
the holding time is always zero for vanishing markings according
to the definition of the immediate transition. In the modified
firewall model, the rates corresponding to each timed transition
can be written as a row vector

h =

[
0 0 0

1

τrate,1

1

τr,5

1

τrate,2

1

τrate,3

1

τr,4

]

= [0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0]× 106. (4)

Only the vector h in each state and the transition probability
matrix, P are needed to obtain the steady-state probability of
each state in the semi-Markovian process. The steady-state
distribution, π̃ of the semi-Markov chain is expressed as

π̃P = π̃;
∑

Mj∈T∪V
π̃j = 1. (5)

Since h1 = h2 = h3 = 0, the transition probability matrix,P
may be reduced to a 5× 5 matrix, P′ using

P′ = PTT + PTV (I − PV V )−1PV T , (6)

and thus

P′ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1 0 0 0

.01 0 .0099 .009801 .9703

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

.01 0 .0099 .009801 .9703

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(5×5)

. (7)

This reduction of the transition matrix, with removal of van-
ishing markings, has contributed to computational efficiency.
We formulate this problem with the continuous Markov chain
instead of the semi-Markov chain. The steady-state distribution,
π̃ of the continuous-time Markov chain is expressed by:

π̃P′ = π̃;
∑

Mj∈T
π̃j = 1. (8)

The steady-state distribution, π̃, for the tangible markings is
as follows:

π̃ = [.009712 .02884 .009614 .009518 .94231]. (9)

The steady-state probability πj|j=1,...,8 is calculated from
both the steady-state distribution, π̃j , and the corresponding
holding times, hj . For any j in tangible markings, the steady-
state probability is

πj|j=1,2,···8 =
π̃jhj∑

k∈V ∪T π̃khk
=

π̃jhj∑
k∈T π̃khk

=
π̃jhj

π̃4h4 + π̃5h5 + π̃6h6 + π̃7h7 + π̃8h8

= .972 · π̃jhj × 10−6. (10)

From (4) and (9), the steady-state probability is calculated as
follows:

π = [.009439 .05607 .009345 .009251 .9159]. (11)

B. Modified Password Model (Server Computer)

To analyze the steady-state probability of intruding the server
cracking passwords, the password model is defined as follows
based on the GSPN representation:

GSPN = {P, T1, T2, A,W,M0}
P = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6}
T1 = {t1, t2, t4, t5}; T2 = {τ3, τ6, τ7, τ8}
W = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7, w8}
M0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),

where p1 denotes the initiation of the password cracking of local
SCADA systems, p2 denotes the successful login, p3 denotes
the failed login to the local SCADA, p4 denotes the knowledge
discovered from the SCADA, p5 denotes the executed sequence
of disruptive switching attacks from the SCADA, and p6 de-
notes the failure to execute switches due to interlocking blocks
sequentially. Variables, t1, t2, t4, and t5, denote the transition
probabilities of the successful login to the SCADA, of failure
to login to the SCADA, of failing to execute, and of successful
execution of the sequential switching in the targeted substation,
respectively. Variables, τ3, τ6, τ7, and τ8, denote the transition
rates of learning to discover the cyber-physical relation, the
response to attackers indicating the failed login, response to
attackers about successful switching attacks, and response to
attackers indicating the failure of the sequential switching due
to the interlocking rules, respectively.

Once the reachability graph is obtained, the transition proba-
bility matrix P and its reduced form P′ are

P =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 .01 .99 0 0
0 0 0 .9987 .0013

0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

P′ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 .9987 .0013

.01 .99 0 0

.01 .99 0 0

.01 .99 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

(12)

respectively. Using a similar argument as in Section III-A, the
steady-state distribution, π̃, and the steady-state probability, π,
are derived as follow:

π̃ = [.00990 .9802 .00989 .000013], (13)

π = [.0099996 .98996 .000010 .000026]. (14)
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C. Extended Password Model (IED Authentication)

Below is the tuple of the cyber-net representation to quantify
the statuses with transitions representing the model:

GSPN = {P, T1, T2, A,W,M0}
P = {p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7, p8, p9}
T1 = {t1, t2, t5, t6, t8, t9}; T2 = {τ3, τ4, τ7, τ10, τ11, τ12}
W = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7, w8, w9, w10, w11, w12}
M0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

where p1 denotes the initiation of password crackings of IEDs,
p2 and p3, denote the failure to access and the successful access
to the IED with the viewing mode, individually, p4 denotes
the attempt to access to the IED with the control mode, p5
and p6, denote the failure to access and the successful access
to the IED with the control mode, individually, p7 denotes
obtaining the knowledge to manipulate IEDs, p8 denotes the
executed sequence of disruptive switching actions via IEDs,
and p9 denotes the failure to execute switching actions due to
the maintenance or disabling remote relay settings or remote
switching operations.

Variables, t1 and t2, denote transition probabilities of the
successful access to IEDs with the viewing mode and of the
failed access due to wrong passwords, respectively. Variables,
t5 and t6, denote transition probabilities of the successful access
to IEDs with the control mode and of the failed access due to
wrong passwords, respectively. Variables, t8 and t9, denote the
transition probability of the successful execution of sequential
switching actions of circuit breakers in the targeted substation
via the IED and of failing to execute the operation of the IED.
The variable, τ3, denotes the transition rate of exploring available
IEDs with the control mode. Variables, τ4 and τ10, denote the
transition rate of the response to attackers indicating the failed
attempt to access to the IED. The variable, τ7, denotes the
transition rate of learning to discover the knowledge of how
to manipulate relay settings of IEDs. The variable, τ11, denotes
the transition rate of the response to attackers about successful
switching attacks. The variable, τ12, denotes the transition rate
of the response to attackers indicating the out of service state.
The configuring remote relay settings or switching operations
can also be disabled.

Once the reachability graph is obtained, the transition proba-
bility matrix is derived as (15), and its reduced form is derived
as (16).

P =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 .01 .99 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .01 .99 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .001 .999
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(9×9)

, (15)

P′ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 .01 .99 0 0

.01 .99 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 .001 .999

.01 .99 0 0 0 0

.01 .99 0 0 0 0

.01 .99 0 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(6×6)

. (16)

The corresponding steady-state distribution and the steady-state
probability are derived as (17) and (18), respectively.

π̃ = [9900.0, 980100.0, 99.0, 9800.0, .1, 98.9] × 10−6, (17)

π = [9899.0, 980004.0, 99.0, 9800.0, .1, 197.8] × 10−6. (18)

D. Model Enhancement Toward Coordinated Attack

The modified and extended password model can represent
the coordinated attack, i.e., switching substation attack with
DoS/DDoS attacks. The effect of DoS/DDoS attacks can be
indirectly reflected in variables, t4 and t5 of the modified pass-
word model, and in variables, t8 and t9 of the extended pass-
word model. Once system operators or the intrusion detection
system perceive that attackers intrude the substation network,
they are highly likely to disable the remote relay settings and
remote switching maneuver for the circuit breakers. However,
DoS/DDoS attacks prevent system operators and the intrusion
detection system from taking such corrective actions. Therefore,
the DoS/DDoS attack leads to the higher t4 and t8, and lower
t5 and t9 under the condition, t4 + t5 = t8 + t9 = 1. Thus, the
developed model can be extended to analyze how DoS/DDoS
affects the overall steady-state probability of the switching sub-
station attack by changing those transition probabilities either
with or without DoS/DDoS.

IV. HONEYNET MODEL IN CYBER-NET

The first subsection introduces sensitivity analyses for hon-
eynet using the developed cyber-net model in Fig. 5. The second
subsection provides the steady-state probabilities of the substa-
tion outages due to disruptive switching attacks for SCADA and
IEDs using the IEEE 14-bus system model [35]. The attack from
outside is applied for all case studies.

A. Establishing a Cyber-Net Model

The proposed cyber-net model contains the modified pass-
word model and the IED model in the previous section as well
as the developed honeynet model. The honeynet is assumed to
have the following functions: 1) collect passwords, 2) update
the firewall rule to prevent the attackers from connecting to the
Internet from the honeynet. Generally, a honeypot should “trap”
intruders’ anomaly that captures security events. The features
of logging are captured in the cyber-net modeling, where it
can interact with firewalls within the network to coordinate
substation’s anomalous events.

The discerned statistics stay in the event logging that can be
purged once every audit cycle. The modeling of a particular type
of honeypots can mimic the IEDs, where attackers may use it as a
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Fig. 5. Honeynet model of a cyber-net.

steppingstone to further a plot. However, the advanced honeynet
has a prevention function that enables automatic updates of
the statistics reflecting the new rules, resulting in preventing
attackers from using the honeynet server. Thus, the prevention
function plays an essential role in capturing the risk within a
substation network, together with other security technologies.

Variables, t1 and t2, denote transition probabilities of the
intrusion attempt for the honeypot and IEDs, respectively. Vari-
able, τ42 denotes the transition rate of copying the tools to the
honeynet for the intrusion attempt. Variables, t43 through t45,
denote transition probabilities of the failure to crack a designated
firewall rule. Variables, t46 through t48, denote transition proba-
bilities of the successful cracking of firewall rules. Variables, τ49
through τ51, denote transition rates of responding to attackers
opening a designated port. Variable, τ52, denotes the transition
rate of response to the attackers indicating failure to open any
ports. Variables, t53 and t54, denote transition probabilities of the
successful communication to the Internet from the honeynet and
of the failure to communicate to the Internet from the honeynet,
respectively. Variables, τ55 and τ56, denote the transition rate
of exploring the available IED and of failure to reaching to the
IED due to the prevention function that is implemented in the
advanced honeynet, respectively. It is noted that the rest of the
transition probabilities and rates in the firewall model and the
IED model have defined in the previous section.

The enhanced cyber-net model establishes several useful in-
dicators. The steady-state probability of cracking the firewall
is calculated from the sum of the probabilities of p12 and p13.
The steady-state probability of cracking the first authentication
is calculated from the sum of the probabilities of p15 and p16.
The steady-state probability of cracking the second authenti-
cation is calculated from the sum of the probabilities of p18
and p19. The steady-state probabilities of disruptive switching

TABLE I
PROBABILITIES OF A CYBER-NET IN FIG. 5

actions and of the successful transmission of the outgoing pack-
ets from the honeynet to attack other servers, (i.e., using the
honeynet as the steppingstone) are obtained from p18 and p32,
respectively.

1) Simulation Results: The steady-state probabilities of each
place in Fig. 5 are shown in Table I. The steady-state probability
of disruptive switching actions is 5.8× 10−9. The steady-state
probability at the place, p9 ranks the highest value of 0.94. The
steady-state probability at the place, p13 follows to be 0.029
(the second-highest value). These results show imply highly
likelihood of intrusion attempts to crack a firewall. Historical
data are often used to estimate future cyber-risk. However,
invisible/implicit risks such as cracking the firewall cannot be
estimated. The proposed cyber-net model provides residual risks
that allows to reach steady-state probabilities.

2) Sensitivity Analysis for Honeynet: The steady-state prob-
abilities of disruptive switching attacks with honeynets that do
not have the prevention function, and with advanced honeynets
that have the prevention function are derived and compared in
this case study. In the case of the honeynet with no preven-
tion function, the transition probabilities, t53 and t54, are set
as 0.999999 and 1.0× 10−6, respectively. In the case of the
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Fig. 6. Probabilities of a cyber-net in response to fraction of honeynet without
prevention function.

Fig. 7. Probabilities of a cyber-net in response to fraction of honeynet with
prevention function.

advanced honeynet, the transition probabilities, t53 and t54, are
set as 1.0× 10−6 and 0.999999, respectively. The fraction of the
honeynet is set as the transition probability of t2 in the range of 0
(0%) and 1 (100%), and five indicators are shown in Figs. 6 and
7. As shown in Fig. 6, the steady-state probability of reaching
the Internet from honeynets increases linearly as the fraction of
honeynets increase, while four steady-state probabilities with
honeynets that have no prevention function are almost the same
regardless of the fraction of honeynets. On the other hand, Fig. 7
shows five steady-state probabilities with advanced honeynets.
The curve in the figure shows exponential changes for the
increased number of honeynets and servers deployed in the
substation network.

The following are the observations from the simulation with
or without prevention function:

a) Honeynet without prevention function: As depicted in
Fig. 8, the discrete events from simulations show the two distinct
curves of probabilities for each event where all of them converge
in the end. If the honeynet without prevention function shares
99% of the servers, the number of attackers who spread outgoing
packets gradually increases as time goes (see the second top
indicator in Fig. 8). That results in an increased number of
attackers who attempt to crack firewall rules, i.e., steady-state
probabilities of places, p4, p5, p6, and p9, consistently rise when
it reaches the steady-state condition.

Fig. 8. Time-varying probabilities of a cyber-net in response to fraction of
honeynet without prevention function.

It can be observed in Fig. 8 that the imputed value of time
at 1× 107 shows in the third row where the firewall is com-
promised. The trending of the FW cracking is up with both
honeynet parameters of 0.99 and 0.001, reaching the same
steady-state values eventually, as observed in the figure. Al-
though the increasing timing of the third top indicator is different
depending on the fraction of honeynets, the graph in the third
row eventually reaches the same level over a long time. Because
steady-state probability only indicates the probability over a long
time, steady-state probabilities of cracking firewall rules and
passwords and of switching attack are the same, independent
from the total numbers of honeypots and servers are modeled.

b) Honeynet with prevention function: If the honeynet has
the prevention function, nearly all attackers are trapped in the
honeynet (i.e., such attackers fail to infect other servers from the
honeynet) once they invade into it. That implies that the honeynet
model has a dead-end that does not feedback to the attackers as
part of the learning process. On the other hand, the IED model
has feedback that enables attackers to learn in trial-and-error
discovery. That says some attackers who successfully perform
the switching attack can be trapped in the honeynet at the second
round or later according to the hypothesized fraction of t2.
Because the steady-state probability discusses the probabilities
of each state over an incredibly long time, no loop structure
of the honeynet model makes the number of attackers who are
trapped in honeynets exponentially accelerated as the fraction
of honeynets, t2 increases. Then, the number of such attackers is
saturated, once the probability of the switching attack is small,
contributing insignificantly to the overall risk.

B. Cyber-Net Model With Multiple IEDs and SCADA

In order to reach the steady-state probability of substation
attacks, the cyber-net model in Fig. 5 is further extended to
include multiple IEDs and a SCADA. The major protections that
are installed at 220 kV or over substations and power stations
are taken into account as IEDs. Readers can refer to the typical
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representation of relay types and the number of their settings per
each relay in substations from [36]. This reference of the CIGRE
report based on the relay experts from around the world is used
as the base to set up the case studies here. We deem the number
of setting parameters on relaying as potential combinations of
tripping associated breaker(s) by experience. This reference is
used here in the simulation study.

1) Guidance of Immediate Transition: The installed protec-
tions are different between a power station and a substation, and
the volume of these protections at each power station/substation
varies depending on the number of power equipment such as
generators, transformers, buses, and transmission lines. In ad-
dition, the type of protective relays can vary depending on the
voltage level in the substation.

A distributed control center monitors and controls 6–7 substa-
tions in transmission systems on average, according to the real-
world example. If the distributed control centers are modeled at a
132 kV/66 kV substation in the IEEE 14-bus system model, two
control centers are hypothesized. Because IEDs and the server at
the control center have their unique static IP addresses, the risk
of the substation attacks via a control server can be diversified
at a substation level.

In this study, each relay type is assigned to individual IED,
and t21 and t22 in Fig. 5 are provided according to the fraction
of the protective relays at a substation, as shown in Eqs. (19)
and (20).

t21,IED =
×∑nequip

j=1 j∑nrelay

i=1 i+ nCS
nSS

; t21,SCADA =
×nCS

nSS∑nrelay

i=1 i+ nCS
nSS

(19)

t22,IED =
×∑nequip

j=1 j∑nrelay

i=1 i+ nCS
nSS

; t22,SCADA =
×nCS

nSS∑nrelay

i=1 i+ nCS
nSS

(20)

where nequip denotes the number of same power equipment at a
substation, such as buses and lines, nrelay denotes the number of
same relay type at a substation, nCS and nSS denote the numbers
of control centers and substations in the system, respectively
(nCS = 2 and nSS = 10 for this study case).

2) Guidance of Timed Transition: This paper proposes a
systematic manner of how to provide two specific parameters,
τ27 and τ31 of the developed cyber-net model in Fig. 5. When an
IED is compromised by attackers, and the relay settings change,
malicious tripping due to the intentional wrong relay settings
could occur. In this case, the time to review all relay settings is
highly likely to increase as the number of relay settings increases.
It is suggested that the time to learn how to deal with the IED for
the attack, i.e., the inverse of τ27, is assumed to be proportion to
the number of relay settings for each protection scheme. In this
case study, τ27 is set as the default imputed value of 1.0× 10−6

for the IED, i.e., the distance relay that has the largest number
of relay settings of 19 and derived from Eq. (21). The transition
rate τ27 for SCADA needs to be initialized as there is a much
larger number of switches to be reviewed, it is likely to have
a longer time to overview all controllable switches and to get
acquainted with the environment of local SCADA system than
direct connections to IEDs. In this study, τ27 for SCADA is set
to be 9.5× 10−8.

On the other hand, at least one AND conditions and many OR
conditions are generally included in the relay logic diagram, and
many relay settings can be restrained to avoid the improper relay
settings coordination. Therefore, as the number of relay settings
increases, the possibility of the malicious relay operation can
increase against such constraints, i.e., the attackers are likely to
shorten the time to operate the targeted IED. In light of this,
it is suggested that the time to complete disruptive switching
actions, i.e., the inverse of τ31 may be assumed to be inversely
proportional to the number of relay settings. In this case study,
τ31 is set as the default imputed value of 0.5× 10−6 for the
IED, i.e., the high impedance voltage differential relay that
has the smallest number of relay settings of 2 and all τ31 are
derived from Eq. (21). In this study, τ31 for SCADA is set to
be 4.17× 10−7.

τ27,IED =
1.0× 10−6 × 19

nry_set
; τ31,IED =

0.5× 10−6 × nry_set

2
(21)

wherenry_set denotes the number of relay settings. The rest of the
transition parameters are assumed to be the same as the values
in Fig. 5. These will be updated based on the observation of
the time window from the available event source from the local
computer systems.

3) Case Study and Implementation: Figure 10 shows the
outline of the created cyber-net model with up to 8 IEDs. In
order to elaborate on the installed protections at each power
station/substation, the following are considered using [35]:
� A step-up transformer of synchronous generators or con-

densers are directly connected to the 132-kV bus; they are
typically connected to a substation with the voltage level
is lower than 132-kV. Step-down transformers of loads are
not considered in this study.

� One reactive power compensator is included if a load or
a transformer is explicitly shown without reactive power
compensators or synchronous condensers.

� A double-circuit line for the one-line diagram shown in
general IEEE test cases. Advanced line protection that
compensates for the zero-phase circulation current is as-
sumed to be applied to multi-circuit transmission lines that
share the same towers.

4) Simulation Result: The probabilities of disruptive switch-
ing executed against the substation automation SCADA system
or executed by compromised IED-initiated (CII) attacks are
shown in Table II. The table shows that the probabilities of IEDs
are inversely proportional to the number of relay settings as well
as proportional to the number of protective relays, relatively to
all relays in the designated substation.

The steady-state probability of the substation attack is the
summation of the steady-state probabilities of switching attacks
for the SCADA and for IEDs that result in the entire substation
outage. A subset of breaker tripping associated IEDs can ener-
gize the entire substation, depending on the substation topology.
For example, compromising IED6 and IED7 at Bus 1 in Table II
can cause the whole substation outage. The steady-state proba-
bility of such a simultaneous switching attack is calculated using
two initial tokens. In this case, the steady-state probability of the
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TABLE II
STEADY-STATE PROBABILITIES OF SUBSTATION ATTACK FOR IEEE 14-BUS SYSTEM WITH HYPOTHESIZED RELAY TYPES

Note: figures in brackets denote the number of protective relays

TABLE III
RELAY MODELING: TYPES AND SETTINGS USING FOUR IEEE STANDARD SYSTEM MODELS

Note: figures in brackets denote the number of relay settings for the corresponding relays.

switching attack for IED6 and IED7 is derived as 1.70× 10−14,
which is 104 times smaller than the steady-state probability of
switching attacks for the SCADA and negligible. On the other
hand, compromising IED1 at Bus 1 in Table II also causes the
whole substation outage. This steady-state probability is around
100 times larger than that for the SCADA and is not negligible.
Therefore, the only steady-state probability of switching attacks
for a single IED that causes the whole substation attack, (i.e.,
only when all bus protections at a substation are compromised)
other than the steady-state probability for the SCADA needs
to be included. In other words, the steady-state probability of
switching attacks can be negligible when using more than or
equal to two different relay types for bus protections. In this
case study, the steady-state probability of the switching attack
for substation 1 at Bus 1 can be derived as 1.592× 10−7(with
1.563× 10−7 + 2.927× 10−9). The same procedure is applied
to derive the steady-state probability of switching attacks at each
substation in the different IEEE standard models, such as IEEE
30-Bus, 57-Bus, and 118-Bus systems as shown in Table III and
Fig. 9.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Industry Practice in Security Logging

In practice, anomalous statistics for each utility can largely
vary. Due to the proprietary information, such datasets are not
publicly available. Some values are imputed based on the empir-
ical base that falls within a reasonable range. Although deriving
reasonable transition probabilities and rates for the cyber-net
model would be a future research study, the considerable ap-
proach is shown in Table IV.

The number of commissioned protective relays set up in
substations can be directly obtained from the utilities. This is in
proportion to the typical deployment of substation equipment,
such as associated busbars, transmission lines, and transform-
ers. The attempts resulting in successful intrusion to bypass
firewalls or passwords can be inferred from the security event
logs from the available sources. That can include honeypots to
be modeled [37]–[39]. The frequency of the zero-day attack
can also be obtained from the database that is available to the
public [40], [41]. As security event logs do not reveal to the
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Fig. 9. Steady-state probability for each substation (sequential order) in IEEE 30-, 57-, and 118-bus systems.

TABLE IV
MEASURE OF DERIVATION OF TRANSITION PROBABILITY AND RATE FOR SUBSTATION ATTACK WITH USED VALUES FOR IEEE 14-BUS SYSTEM

* The value of 9) is reflected in 10), i.e., Eqs. (19) and (20).

zero-day vulnerability for the honeynet and the data can vary as
time goes by, only carefully thought values are imputed in the
case studies. Accessing to the proprietary data would strengthen
the quality of systemic risk in a practical case study that would
allow insurances to better assess utility risk with regards to their
readiness in security defense.

B. Transition to Cyber Insurance Business for Power Grids

The creativity of attackers’ stratagem can result in different
operational implications. Switching attack in the control system
would perturb the instability of a power grid. There may be
combinations of events with assistance from insiders where
an attack can be effective when coordination between insiders
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Fig. 10. Case setup for cyber-net with multiple protective IEDs and a SCADA.

and the remote collaborators may create events of disturbance,
such as electrical short circuits. Substations are connected with
multiple components where an abrupt switching of all of these
components can implicate system operation, which is studied
in [28]–[31]. Although security is viewed as a low-probability,
high-impact event, the new perspectives of enterprise risk man-
agement in planning should consist of two major components,
i.e., assessment of security readiness and remedial/preventive
responses. The planning for security investment should be based
on the operational bottleneck from historical observations with
simulations where it should reflect consequential contingencies
associated with each substation and their corresponding outages.
On the contrary, this work extensively captures the high level of
abstraction with respect to technology implementation, and the
events from the first intrusion attempt to execute a switching
attack in discrete events successfully. The prevention of such
cyber events is described in the proposed models.

C. Establishing Actuarial Framework

Establishing the premium of an insurance policy depends on
two fundamental aspects of consideration, i.e., (1) distributions
of frequency, and (2) severity of insurance claims. These two dis-
tributions are often estimated based on historical observations.
This work establishes a systemic risk framework to provide
quantities pertaining to what is deployed in substations. To the
best of our knowledge, gauging the frequency of event occur-
rence that captures within a substation has been challenging due
to a large number of attack vector combinations. The proposed
model estimating the steady-state probabilities of potential case
combinations provides a means of adjustment for future protec-
tion improvement in security planning. The anomalous incidents
can lead to successful intrusion, and the actuarial aspect of the
anomalies should be captured in the systemic risk.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The compilation and analysis of anomaly data statistics ex-
tracted from the cyber system in IP-based substations are crit-
ical to the understanding of security health within the private
network. Establishing steady-state probabilities based on the
network architecture, security technologies, as well as character-
izing intrusion behaviors, are the essential subjects to estimate
security risks. This paper advances the procedure to reflect on the
steady-state probabilities of switching substation attacks within
the existing implementation of security protection, using Petri
net models. This also provides a guideline on the estimation of

model parameters in the specific substation topology and protec-
tive IEDs. However, the developed model has a limitation. It is
noted that the proposed Petri net model is based on the Markov
property for state transitions. The GSPN is applicable only when
the holding time, such as the sojourn time, in each state, is
assumed to be either zero or exponentially distributed. Future
research includes establishing other statistical distributions. In
addition, enhancing the modeling complexity in terms of the
size of the specific modeling can increase computational time.
Capturing the risks of switching attack can be further extended
for estimating cyber insurance premiums because such a risk is
generally derived from the steady-state probability of anomalies
and the impact of the switching attack. Other combinations, such
as one or more outages of interconnected substations due to
false data injection attacks, should be considered in proposed
risk-based framework. Asset owners can also consider to imple-
ment their in-house cyber analytics to understand and implement
security policies more effectively.
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